
Attachments of TM-200288 
1) Purpose 

 

 The purpose of apply electricity power is engaged in the one -floor unit house 
for residential. 

 There is a scope of residential along Deep Bay Road, so that applicant applied 
new supply for residential since 2021. 

 We clarify that the standard voltage is 380V 300 4 core AL underground cable. 
 The meaning of LV is Low Voltage. 



2) Site Location 

 
 Item1 is the routing of exaction, the meaning of two X are joint places. 
  

  



3) Vehicular Access plan 

 
Local Road leading from Deep Bay Road 

 The red point is the site location 
 The green point is the Vehicle parking area 
 The orange arrow symbols are Handing Access Route 
 The blue arrow symbols are Vehicular Access Route 
 The types of Vehicles are 24-ton Vehicle & 5.5-ton Vehicle 
 The frequency of Vehicular Access is 3-4 times per day   

  



4) Layout plan 

 

 The layout plan is focus on which circuit we need joint the new cable to 
supply power to applicant, the orange word and line is directly association in 
this case that this part is the project location of cable joint. The bule part is 
the circuit of original circuit which is built by project TM160486.  



 The reason of why the different between of the layout plan and location 
plan is that the route of location plan is long that the route of layout plan is 
because of the location plan is the exaction routing of permit that the longer 
zone is for worker to work and more zone to find the cable to joint. 

 
 The backfill material is concrete. 

 
 The location of applicant to apply new supply power is the green highlight of 

no.83.    
 
 The construction period is 2 weeks. 

 


